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Caravaggio’s portrait of a young man playing the lute, in its three known sur-
viving versions, has contributed signicantly to the immortality of the lute
as an emblem of Renaissance culture} Often seen as an allegory of love and
a commentary on other metaphysical dimensions of the human“ condition,
it also is the subject of more literal interpretations and, on this occasion, I
wish to focus my attention on it as a representation of late sixteenth-century
music and musical practice. As Franca Trinchieri Camiz and others have ob-
served, the young man depicted as Caravaggio’s lute player is not simply
playing the lute, but appears to be a singer who accompanies himself on the
instrument? His androgynous appearance leads to the speculation that he
was possibly a castrato and — literally or figuratively — possibly one of those
highly sought after castrato lutenists who adorned the homes of the secular
and ecclesiastical nobility in Rome around the turn of the seventeenth cen-
tury.3 If the model who sat for Caravaggio were the talented young Spanish
castrato named Pedro Montoya, as proposed by Franca Trinchieri Camiz,
then all the pieces of one of the possible literal readings of the painting
would all t neatly together. Montoya spent most of the 1590s in Rome as

a singer in the papal chapel and, together with Caravaggio, resided at the
home of the Cardinal Del Monte at the time the painting was executed. It
needs to be acknowledged, however, that there is no further evidence to sup-
port Trinchieri Camiz’s hypothesis beyond the coincidence of the artist and
castrato singer being members of the Cardinafszmiglia at the same time.4
In fact, there is now an equally suggestive case that Caravaggio’s model was
his close friend Mario Minniti (1577-1640), a painter from Syracuse with
whom he appears to have formed a very close association and who appears
to have modelled for him for as many as nine paintings between 1593 and
1599.5 Admittedly, the case for Minniti rests somewhat tenuously on an en-
graved portrait of him published in 1821 but whose model is unknown.“
There is, therefore, a good chance that Caravaggio’s model was not a cas-
trato at all, even if the painter may have chosen to represent him deliber-
ately on this occasion as angelic and androgynous, and with the marked
physical characteristics of a eunuch. Painting him in such a manner served
the symbolic purposes of the painting which, after all, was an allegory rather
than a portrait. Whether Caravaggio intended us to see his subject as a cas-
trato or simply as a sensuous youth is not important here, it is sufficient that
Caravaggids painting should evoke the image of the castrato lutenists who
ourished in Rome around the turn of the century and who were no doubt
prized in part for the sensuality of their performance.
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principally traced around surviving musical sources, the lute song is little
more than an occasional shadowy figure rather than a prominent part of
the Renaissance musical landscape, from Bossinensis to Bottegari, and be-
yond. Literary and documentary studies, on the other hand, make it clear
that singing to the lute was a widespread practice during the sixteenth cen-
tury in a wide range of social contexts, both formal and informal, in
courtly society as well as in the popular sphere.” Caravaggio’s Lute player
exemplifies this discrepancy in that it shows the performance oflute songs
without the need of a specically prepared lute part. Presumably, the
lutenist in the painting is singing Ia melody, the cantus part of the madri-
gal, that he knows from memory, while improvising a chordal accompa-
niment in the style of a basso continuo upon the madrigal’s bass voice.
Whether using composed, traditional, popular or extemporised materi-
als, this is what singer-lutenists had been doing probably since the lute
first came into existence. In more immediate terms, the musical style of
Caravaggids lutenist probably conforms not so much to the new style
that developed in and around Bardi’s Camerata, but from the practice
that developed early in the sixteenth century and that is reected on the
one hand in the lute song arrangements of madrigals by Philippe Verde-
lot published in Venice in 1536 or, on the other hand, by songs with freely
composed accompaniments such as those first appear in the same year in
the vihuela book of Luis de Milan and which might bear some connection
to the practices of Italian cantautori and saltim/mm/vi, if not to the im-
provisatory practices of humanists such as Marsilio Ficino.” Caravaggids
singing lutenist is thus not an exception, but part of the normal practice
of the sixteenth century. In this light, the so-called “new” monody that
was coming into fashion at the same moment might be seen as little more
than an old continuous tradition with a new expressive accent.
Another of the adjustments to traditional musical historiography that arises
from Caravaggids lute player concerns the way that in which our notions of
music history are focused on innovation rather than stylistic longevity, on
the moment of invention rather than on the length of time they remained
part of their own performance practice. Caravaggids life coincided with rad-
ical new music developments in Italy, especially the birth of monodic song,
opera, and new instrumental styles, but it needs to be acknowledged that
this occurred alongside existing musical styles and repertories that had not
passed into obsolescence, from liturgical repertory in the Palestrina style
through to secular compositions by Arcadelt and his contemporaries, or
even the lute music of Francesco da Milano (1497-1 543).14 As already dis-
cussed, Caravaggio appears to have chosen the musical works represented
in his painting deliberately as part of his artistic program, rather than
merely having adorned his painting with some old discarded music books
that had come his way, the anachronistic debris of a past practice. Instead,
it appears that Caravaggio is telling us that some of the madrigals of Ar-
cadelt and his contemporaries remained in use alongside the new music that
was being composed. Rather than having to ex'clude the familiar in favour
of the new, it was possible for new and old to co-exist in complete harmony.
The interesting question that arises, however, concerns performance practice
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lutenist, a singer whose ability allowed him to accompany himself when
he sang, but without any indication of being able to entertain and enthral
his listeners with his solo playing.
It would not have been difficult for someone with Bottegari’s modest instru-
mental skill to have become a competent continuo player. One of the advan-
tages of the basso continuo is, in fact, the exibility that players are afforded
to style their accompaniments according to their skill level. We therefore have
no way of knowing if Caravaggids lutenist played with anything greater than
Bottegari’s apparent modesty, or if his ability was more akin to the abilities of
some of the other castrato lutenists about whom We have some albeit frag-
mentary knowledge. VVhile it might seem overly laborious that a singer-
lutenist such as Bottegari should bother to write arrangements for over 120
madrigals, particularly given his simplifications, when he had the alternative
of improvising an accompaniment from their bass parts, it may well not have
appeared like this to him. He was simply following the same laborious prac-
tice that was used by the authors of all the other contemporary books of lute
songs. One by one, Bottegari had to transfer each of the voices ofa polyphonic
models into tablature, gradually building an accompaniment that is essen-
tially a score reduction, a basso seguente in lute tablature modified to fall eas-
ily under the fingers. Even though the result of this process might not be very
different from a continuo realisation, particularly in works with homophonic
or quasi-homophonic texture, it simply may not have entered the mind of
players such as Bottegari. The continuo-style approach with all its shortcuts
may have been beyond the aesthetic or intellectual limits ofmusicians brought
up in a culture of linear polyphony. Notwithstanding, there can be little doubt
that lutenists understood chords and harmonic progressions long before they
were ever explained in theoretical or didactic texts.”
In contrast to those professional lute-playing singers such as Bottegari, it is
clear that some of the castrato singers in Rome and elsewhere around 1600
were indeed proficient lutenists, probably able to perform solo music for their
aristocratic patrons in addition to singing to their own accompaniment. This
is clearly revealed in several documents pertaining to the court of Mantua.
The best known of these is a letter sent on 4 May 1583 by Duke ofMantua,
Guglielmo Gonzaga, to his agent in Paris explaining the attributes of the
kind of castrato he was seeking for his court. He describes his ideal castrato
as being a <<good Catholic» of even temperament, of good voice, and that he
would be more highly prized if he were also to know counterpoint and were
able to accompany himself on the lute in chamber music:

c/Jeprindpalmmte siano kuoni canalici er gioz/mi quieti, si c/we si pom: sperare
langa et amurer/ole serz/in} da Zora. C/we siana sicuri nel cantare er /aabbiano
buona 1/ace Se hm/ranna conmzpunto et sapranno sonare di leuo per cantarz/1'
dentru saranno tanto pizi sari 2°

Further correspondence attests to the Duke’s endeavours to secure castrati
in France and Spain given the scarcity of local singers, evidently to serve not
only in the court chapel, but also for recreational chamber music as had
been the case since 1573. Sherr also reports on two attempts to recruit
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Fig. I, Barbarino.
Lure Book. detail.
(PL-Ki Mus.
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of multiply crossed-out and hardly legible Italian text».2‘ Similarly, previ-
ous scholars who have described or inventoried the manuscript were not
able to unravel the process of compilation, in some cases mistakenly at-
tributing apparent dierences in handwriting to multiple copyists, rather
than understanding them as changes in the handwriting of the one indi-
vidual who copied it over a long period of time.”
This is not a manuscript that was compiled from gatherings of diverse origin
in the possession of its owner, but a book that was made specically to be used
for the compilation ofan anthology of lute music. It is a book that was com-
missioned and made to order, comprising 25 quatemions of paper ruled with
nine six-line tablature staves, and numbered from 1 to 406.“ The tablature
was ruled prior to binding with two almost identical rastra — on the basis ofde-
tailed measurements ofthe distances between staff lines and between the staves
themselves — each able to draw an entire page with one pull. The ruling of the
pages therefore probably represents the toil of at least two employees of the
workshop that produced it. Subsequent to the German inscription a further ten
Folios have gone missing, so only 160 ofthe original 201 remain. The paper has
no watermarks to help establish the date and provenance of the manuscript
with precision. It is therefore primarily on the basis of the musical contents
that makes Naples the most likely place oforigin of the manuscript, although
there are also strong links with Rome and Parma. These connections are sug-
gested by the presence of more than forty works by Lorenzino da Roma and
Santino Garsi da Parma alongside numerous pieces by Fabrizio Dentice, Giulio
Severino, and several other Napolitans.” Other factors that strengthen the hy-
pothesis of the manuscripts Neapolitan provenance is the quite extensive use
ofSpanish names and spellings in titles throughout the manuscript, as well as
the presence ofworks ofeither Spanish origin or composed on Spanish mod-
els. Examples of the mixture ofSpanish and Italian that reinforces this theory
are seen in titles of works such as Conditor alme ggégg ilQglgdkgq (p. 3),Odentasia dc/onaw di [4¢§_Mg;'g|¢g (p. I5), or Qgég il Cantopiano del-
MwMari: Stella del Sig. Fmlncescol Aguyles (p. 53).” In the latter case, the
composer's sumame also appears to be Spanish in origin. Other composers in-
duded in the manuscript ofpossible Spanish heritage are Francesco Cardone,
Castillo, and Luis Maymon. Other works in the manuscript also have close ties
to musical practices and are not found in any other contemporary non-
Spanish source, works such as Passos de Castillo (p. 105), Primay segundadrf
deb: mm: dc lay: Maymon (p. 160), the group ofRrliar en primer tono, Folia:
m Rama and Folias en soprano (pp. 376-379), or re only texted piece in the
manuscript Quim bx dim Iapena delamar, a loose reworking of\Willaert’s ve
voice chanson Qui la dim lapeine dc man meur (p. 56).
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Fig. 2, Barbarino,
Lute Book, detail
(PL-Kj Mus.
Ms 40032, p. 406)

Fig. 3, Barbarino.
Lam Book.
enhanced detail.
(PL-Kj Mus.
Ms 40032, p. 406)

each for galliards and a miscellany of French, Italian, German, and Span- '
ish dances and variations. In point of fact, the copying ofFlampara taer
took ve pages more than expected, and so the section of intabulations
starts in the middle of page I05. In reality, then, the divisions of the man-
uscript are as follows:

l-I05 Luys Maymon, Flampara taer
105-I49 intabulations
I50-199 passameni
200-299 abstract works
300-349 galliards
350-400 other French, Italian, Gennan. and Spanish works

The hypothesis that Barbarino's book incorporates an already extant lute
book by another lutenist is based on the rubric at the end of the sixth sys-
tem of page I05 ~Fim's dc Flore: para taer dc Lui: Maymon». That this be
the end ofa manuscript rather than an individual work is suggested by nu-
merous Factors, most notably because the title itself is so typical ofSpanish
poetic and musical anthologies of the period, such as the well known po-
etic anthology Ramillete deorvs manuscript (E-Mn Ms 6001) that also
contains a fascicle of music in tablature for vihuela.” The second consid-
eration is that the consistent practice of the copyist throughout the manu-
script was to place titles in the left hand margin at the beginning of each
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the classic Italian style using flagged note stems to indicate rhythm. At the Fig. 4. Barbarino
end of this ricercar, on page 258, Barbarino marked the end of the piece 5"" 390*-
with a double bar and the characteristic indication ~<Fim':». At this point,
he decided to commence another ricercar by Dentice, starting on the eighth pp? 256?2§7)_
system of page 258, even though he probably realised he could have left the
two final staves blank and begun at the top of the next page, knowing that
the piece would t on a single page (Fig. 5). This is what occurs at numer-
ous other places in the manuscript. Completing this second ricercar with
three staves to spare on page 259, he turned the page and began a new Fan-
tasia by Dentice on page 260, completing it on page 261. At some later
point in time, and with a marginally more relaxed hand, Barbarino went
back to page 259 and used the three vacant staves to copy an anonymous
Tocbatina for a more modern seven-course lute, and using the style of rhyth-
mic notation using mensural symbols that became normal practice in Italy
from the turn of the seventeenth century. The handwriting is otherwise re-
markably similar, although the linal strokes of the numbers three and five,
in particular, are written with greater speed and abandon, and less attention
is paid to closing the circle on the figure 0. Barbarino realised, moreover, that
he would be hard pressed to t the piece onto three staves and thus extended
the stalT lines of the last two staves to t in a few extra bars.
lf we assume the Neapolitan provenance of the Barbarino lute book, its
repertory can be seen in geographical terms as representing three differ-
ent spheres: international, national, and local. The signicance of the
presence of an international repertory is that it indicates that lute music
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COMPOSER WORKS COMPOSER WORKS

Santino Garsi 26 Giovanni Battista [dalla Gostena?] 3

Lorenzino 18 ]ohn Johnston
Luis Maymon 9 Severino, Giulio
Fabrizio Dentice 7 Aguyles
Pietro Paolo
Giuseppe Giovanni
Francesco Ganova da Milano
Francesco Cardone
Castillo

UJUJU-IG\\l

]uan Farn€S€
lppolito Tartaglino
Teodoro
Battistino

>-->->-\>—-[\.)[\)[\.)

Table 1, Barbarino, Lute Boo/2 (PL-Kj Mus. Ms 40032), attributed works.

Division of the works into genres can only give an approximate idea of
the contents as some 54 pieces in the manuscript (15%) are untitled or in-
complete and cannot always be identied unequivocally. Table 3 shows
the repertory distributed into genres. Dances outnumber all other genres
signicantly, although they do not occupy as many pages of the manu-
script as some other genres due to their brevity. Perhaps the absence of pa-
vanes is noteworthy, but the large numbers of galliards, courantes, and
voltes is typical of the period.
The large number of abstract Works is one of the features of Barbarinds col-
lection. This preponderance of abstract works is not typical of Italian lute
sources of the second half of the sixteenth century that tend much more
heavily towards dance music and intabulations, although there is a strong
link with the Siena lute book in which some 140 of the total contents of 156
pieces are abstract works, and with which the Barbarino manuscript has
nearly a dozen concordances.“ Some thirty of the Barbarino pieces, unfor-
tunately, are presented without attribution and not many of these have been
identied through concordances. Among the works with composer attri-
butions are fantasias and ricercars by well-known composers Francesco da
Milano (3), Fabrizio Dentice (5) and Lorenzino (6), as well as two by Luys
Maymon and ve each by the two identied only as Pietro Paolo and
Giuseppe Giovanni. Within the category a of abstract works are some
shorter, more modern works named Toccata and three designated with the
title Entrade di liuto.
Madrigals and French chansons account for the vast majority of intabu-
lated polyphony in the collection. These range from works of the early
sixteenth century through to the most popular works of Palestrina and
Lassus (see Table 3). The earliest works reflect the lasting reputation of
josquin and include his motet Benedicta es, caelorum regina, and the
“Credo” from his Missa Gaudeamus. The collection includes a couple of
madrigals from the same period as those that are depicted in Garavaggio’s
Luteplayor, such as Philippe Verdelot’s Ultimi sospiri miei (rst published
in l54l), and is noteworthy for the multiple versions ofLassus’ renowned
chanson Susanne an jour and Palestrina’s m‘ost famous madrigal Vestiva i
colli. Variations on popular grounds and works built on cantus rmus
melodies make up the remainder of the manuscript, together with a small
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way that such singers accompanied themselves on the lute, it indicates that
castrato lutenists, some of them at least, were highly competent instru-
mentalists who were able to perform some of the most complex, sophisti-
cated and virtuosic lute music of their age. The evidence from the
incomplete receipt on the book’s last page does seem to suggest that Bar-
barino was employed as a castrato, although it is unable to clarify whether
the payment was for services as a chamber musician or as a member of his
patron’s chapel. The evidence provided by Sherr and Trinchieri Camiz sug-
gests that both possibilities were available to lutenist singers such as Bar-
barino or Caravaggids lute player.
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who published numerous books of predominantly 55 This is explored in greater depth in FABRIS
solo motets and madrigals with continuo (s.d.).
accompaniment between 1606 and 1625. For 34 NL-DHr1mi, Kluis A 20 (olim NL»DHgm Ms 28
further details see ROCHE, MILLER (s.d.). B 39), reproduced in NESS 1988.
5° REY 1975.
" CERRETO 1969,13. 159.
‘Z FARAGLIA, 1898, p. S23.

*5 CANOVA DA MIIANO 1977; LIETO 1993;
and CERRETO 1969, pp. 157-160; SISTO 2010.
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